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My pedigree

• 1996 ‘Young Investigator Prize’, 
Australian Perinatal Society 

• 20 years’ worth of conference 
presentations; free communications 
and invited presentations 

• 2-week ‘boot camp’ at the Alan Alda 
Centre for Communicating Science, 
New York (winner of presentation 
prize)



What makes a good presentation? 
Notes from session 1

• Enthusiasm 

• Know your audience 

• Knowing your presentation 

• Purpose 

• Clear slides - not too busy 

• Limited 

• Pitch change - not monotone 

• Personal 

• Humour 

• Time for people to think 

• Something for them to think 
about 

• Short 

• Within the time limit 

• Involve the audience/
engagement 

• Pictures & videos 

• Not too many slides 

• No slides 

• Flow of the slides 

• Consistency 

• End with a question not an 
answer 

• Logical 

• Coffee 

• Entertaining 



What makes a bad presentation? 
Notes from session 1

• Um and ahhhh 

• Speaker was sitting down 

• Small fonts, can’t read it 

• Graphs can’t be read 

• Talking to yourself 

• Boring/monotone 

• When they don’t point to 
the slide 

• Overuse of the laser  

• “as you can see” 

• Going overtime 

• Too many slides 

• Going back through 
slides 

• Bad colours 

• Reading powerpoint 
slides 

• Reading off a script 

• Lack of eye contact 

• Too much information 
per slide 

• Speaking too quickly 

• Lack of purpose/
summary



What makes a good presentation? 
Notes from session 2

• engagement 

• enthusiastic 

• voice 

• not too much text 

• good graphic 

• confidence 

• projection 

• pictures 

• appropriate language 
for audience 

• scope 

• topical/relevant 

• good examples 

• logical formatting 

• tell a good story 

• significance 

• simplicity 

• text lge enough to 
read 

• humour/coolness 

• interaction with slides



What makes a bad presentation? 
Notes from session 2

• bad colours 

• poor pronunciation 

• monotone 

• too fast/quiet 

• boring/too much 
text 

• reading off slides 

• overuse of pointer 

• acronyms/assumed 
knowledge 

• not focusing on 
audience 

• too much/not 
enough animation 

• going over time



Connect with your 
audience



Have a purpose

• Why am I talking to these people? 

• What do they want or need from me? 

• What do I want them to get from me? 

• What one thing do I most want them 
to remember?



Tell a story



Story arc
Conflict

Climax

Resolution

Build-up of tension Consequences





So what?



Leave things out



Use metaphors



Beware the curse of 
knowledge



Use direct, everyday 
language



Use ‘Assertion-Evidence’ slide design
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Several aspects of the default slide encourage
violation of multimedia learning principles. A first
important group of features to note are those that
give rise to the slide’s topic–subtopic structure. The
slide is composed of a short, phrase headline and a
text box that calls for a bulleted text list. The phrase
headline specifies a general topic, and each bulleted
item listed below appears as a sub-topic that is given
equal importance through an outline form. Prior
descriptive research has assessed the prevalence of
this default structure with and without the addition
of an image alongside the bulleted list. Estimates of
slides following this topic–subtopic structure have
ranged from 65% of slides in a sample of presenta-
tions designed for professional communication in
engineering and science [11], to 80% of slides
included with the instructor materials in a sample
of introductory psychology textbooks [39]. Because
of its high frequency of use, commonly presented
topic–subtopic slides that contain a phrase headline
and bulleted list, with or without additional images,
canbe referred to as common-practice slides (seeFig.
2 for examples).
Although the common-practice structure has

been the subject of much criticism in the field of
technical communication [37, 40–41], our paper
focuses on the limitations of this structure from
the perspective of multimedia learning theory.
According to the principle of signaling, slide

headlines should make explicit the structure of the
information contained on the slide. However, the
phrase headline violates the principle of signaling in
three main ways. First, the phrase at the top of the
slide indicates the general topic, but not the relation
of the topic to other topics, or the positioning of the
topic in the overall sequence of instruction. Second,
the bulleted list does not aid in signaling between
items and constrains the representation of relation-
ships to one typeof relationship at a time [12]. Third,
the bullets conceal the connection between informa-

tional elements such that the learner must make the
appropriate connections, or listen and wait for the
speaker to explain them. For novices in the content
area, the additional work needed to knit together a
coherent understanding of the connections between
concepts and sub-concepts could increase extra-
neous cognitive load [42].
The coherence and redundancy principles
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Fig. 1. The default options commonly used as a starting point for instructional slides.

Fig. 2. Examples of common-practice slides. The top slide uses a
phrase headline and a bulleted list, and the bottom slide uses a
phrase headline, bulleted list, and graphic.

visually depict evidence that supports, explains,
organizes or interprets the headline. Visual evidence
can include pictures, graphs, tables, diagrams and
words arranged visually [47]. The default template
for the assertion–evidence structure is shown in Fig.
3. Shown in Fig. 4 are examples of the assertion–
evidence structure that present the same content as
the common-practice slides of Fig. 2.
The most striking departure from the common-

practice slide structure is the absence of a topic–
subtopic format. Instead of having a phrase head-
line, the assertion–evidence slide structure calls for a
sentence headline that makes explicit the main
message or assertion that the instructor wishes to
make. This thesis statement in the headline acts as
an anchor that the learner can use to interpret the
informational interactivity displayed in the body of
the text. While at first glance the sentence headline
might appear to violate the multimedia principle of
redundancy, this sentence is a single-sentence sum-
mary of the slide that reinforces, on average, ten
spoken sentences [47]. The result is the simultaneous

application of the principles of signaling, coherence

and redundancy, because the headline acts to specify
relations among key concepts and encourages the
instructor to represent only critical concepts or
relations.
The second major structural diÄerence between

the CP and AE slide structures is the absence of a
bulleted list. In the AE structure, explanatory
images are encouraged to provide evidence to sup-
port the sentence heading assertion. Because the
headline specifies a key assertion, finding or propo-
sition, the slide creator is compelled to use explana-
tory andnot decorative or partially representational
images. In essence, this feature encourages congru-
ence with the modality principle. It also steers the
instructor from violating the redundancy principle
because the instructor’s verbal presentation
explains rather than repeats the slide content.

1.5 Prior research on presentation slide elements

Multimedia learning research, suchas [51], has often
used slideware to present stimuli, but studies have
typically focused on the learning outcomes asso-
ciated with specific manipulations of features that
represent individual principles. Less attention has
been paid to investigations of the value of integrat-
ing principles using a consistent slide template,
although findings from studies that varied slide
content and structure are relevant. For example, in
their study of college student learning ofNewtonian
mechanics, Wiebe and Annetta [46] examined the
eÄect of high and low text density and high and low
text–graphic integration. The study also incorpo-
rated a violation of the redundancy principle as
students either read silently or viewed a narrated

slide presentation for each condition. Although no
post-test diÄerences in knowledge were found, eye
tracking data revealed diÄerences in visual attention
for learners in the narrated condition, which also
included dense text. In this case, learners spent
increased time viewing the content of the slide, but
reduced their visual attention to the slide text. This
finding suggests the learners’ use of a strategy
designed to minimize the otherwise detrimental
impact of redundancy. Similarly, other studies sup-
port the use of explanatory images on instructional
slides. Tangen et al. [52] showed ninety college
students a 15-minute presentation accompanied by
184 slides. One third of the presentation incorpo-
rated text-relevant images, one third incorporated
text-irrelevant images, and one third contained text
only. Scores on an immediate post-test were lowest
for items pertaining to the text-incongruent image
slides. This finding suggests that incongruence cre-
ated additional workload for the learners as they
sought to comprehend the information.
Neither of the previous studies explicitly manipu-

lated slide structure in a manner that applied multi-
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Fig. 4. Examples of assertion–evidence slides. Note that these
slides present the same content as that found in the common-
practice slides of Fig. 2. Also note that the bottom slide includes a
sequence of layers to highlight features of the scanner. Shown
here is the last layer, which emphasizes the RF transceiver.



Even if you are the only one talking, 
you are still having a conversation


